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5. Conclusions  670	
	671	
In	this	study	we	report	new	measurements	of	the	calcium	isotope	fractionation	in	672	
bacterially	induced	carbonate	growth,	which	are	similar	to	previously	determined	673	
calcium	isotope	fractionation	values	during	abiotic	precipitation.	Bacterial	growth	rate	674	
is	correlated	with	the	calcium	isotope	fractionation	of	the	monohydrocalcite	that	675	
precipitates,	with	faster	bacterial	growth	rates	leading	to	precipitates	with	a	higher	676	
calcium	isotope	fractionation.	The	mechanism	for	the	control	of	bacterial	growth	rate	677	
on	calcium	isotope	fractionation	is	proposed	to	be	through	solution	supersaturation	and	678	
hence	carbonate	precipitation	rate.	The	comparison	of	the	rate	of	carbonate	679	
precipitation	with	previously	published	data	provides	further	evidence	that	680	
monohydrocalcite	is	precipitating	around	the	EPS	or	the	bacteria	themselves	relative	to	681	
the	kaolinite	seeds.	682	
	683	
The	bacterially	induced	monohydrocalcite	was	unstable	with	respect	to	calcium	684	
isotopes	and	showed	a	rapid	exchange	between	the	solid	and	the	fluid.	This	observation	685	
suggests	that	the	calcium	isotope	signal	recorded	may	not	be	linked	to	the	original	686	
precipitation	rates	over	long	time	scales.	The	rate	of	exchange	decreases	with	time,	687	
potentially	leaving	a	calcium	isotope	signature	preserved	in	the	MHC	that	is	a	balance	688	
between	the	amount	of	exchange	and	the	original	fractionation.	The	exchange	and	the	689	
low	initial	calcium	isotope	fractionation	factors	suggest	that	bacterially	induced	690	
carbonate	might	be	relatively	similar	in	δ44Ca	to	the	fluid	it	precipitated	from.		691	
	692	
The	combination	of	these	insights	helps	to	constrain	the	impact	that	bacteria	can	have	693	
on	precipitated	calcium	carbonate,	and	direct	future	work	into	area	of	calcium	isotope	694	
fractionation	during	bacterially	induced	carbonate	precipitation.	695	
	696	
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